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ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY OF MALDIVES (IUM)

A SHORT HISTORY
The journey of Islamic University of Maldives 
began a few decades ago merely as a college 
known as the College of Islamic Studies.

On 21st February 2004, the College of Islamic 
Studies was transformed to a full- fledged 
higher education institution and renamed 
Kulliyah al Dhiraasathil Islaamiyyah.

IUM NOW
In 2015, the historical step to upgrade Kuhliyyah Al 
Dhirasaathil Islamiyah to Islamic University of 
Maldives (IUM) was taken by an act of parliament. 
This measure was taken to realize one of the 
highest priorities of the current government; to 
promote and protect the Islamic faith in the 
Maldives.
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The change in status brought about several reforms to teaching and scope of education offered at 
the institution. Kulliyah al Dhiraasathil Islaamiyya adopted an approach to teaching which focused 
largely on integration of research and innovation to promote higher level of thinking and to enable 
students to consider religious studies from a broader, a more holistic and an informed lens.

Kuhliyyah Al Dhiraasaathil Islaamiyah continued to offer a broad spectrum of courses including 
diploma and degrees in areas such as Arabic Language, Islamic Studies, Quranic Studies and Sharia 
and Law. 

Since the transformation, the university has been engaged in a diligent process if reform. This 
includes strengthening the management of faculties, employing new staff to ensure smooth 
administration and functioning of the university and review and revision of existing courses. Since its 

inception in 2015, IUM has introduced a 
number of new postgraduate courses in a 
number of different areas including TESOL, 
Comparative Laws and so on. This is no doubt 
a bold and a promising step towards quality 
and diversity in the provision of higher 
education by the University.
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THE VISION AND MISSION OF IUM
IUM is grounded on a dynamic and a prospective vision and a willful and determined mission to fulfil 
academic training and research along with dissemination of Islamic knowledge with its applicability 
in the context of the modern and fast changing world. 

THE LOGO OF IUM
The logo embodies both national and Islamic identities. Therefore, the 
coloring in the logo represents green; one of three colors in the 
Maldivian flag and gold symbolizing the importance of knowledge, 
quality and excellence

The four key elements; the Quran, circle, rope and the Islamic star 
from the core element representing the most visual identity of the 
Islamic University of Maldives. It is an embodiment of the University’s 
to nurture Islamic values, disseminate knowledge in all areas, sustain 
commitment to national service and aim for excellence.

“Becoming the premier University advancing beneficial 
knowledge to the nation and Ummah”
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“to produce outstanding students with balanced 
personality to attain success in this life and in the 
eternal life hereafter, in alignment with the national, 
regional as well as needs of the Ummah through 
excellence in teaching, learning, faculty research and 
scholarship and engagement in community service.”
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MESSAGE FORM THE VICE CHANCELLOR

It is with great honor I write few words to congratulate the research team of IUM in appre-
ciation of their effort of promotion and development of a research environment in the 
university. The preparation and the arrangements of the abstracts of the research papers 
presented in the ICIA 2020 deserve round of applause. This abstract report clearly proves 
that IUM is moving towards activating research programs along with its teaching and 
learning activities.

As it is believed that the Research and the teaching are two inseparable wings of any 
academic institution that bear immense importance to achieve its ultimate goals. The 
main objectives of the establishment of a research center in the university with a 
non-teaching kulliyaah status is to provide a spectrum of opportunities to dedicate its 
entire services on promoting research culture among the academic staff of the university 
while conducting collaborative research programs in cooperation with academic institu-
tions, government agencies and business organisations.  

I believe that the realisation of this abstract report was made possible with the sincere 
support of the Centre of Research and Publication and the entire research team. I humbly 
offer my appreciation for their effort and contribution. I gratefully acknowledge each and 
every one who contributed directly or indirectly in compiling and publishing this volume.

I am very optimistic about the future research activities of the university and also hopeful 
that this abstract report will shed light on research programs of the university.

Dr. Ibrahim Zakariyya Moosa
Vice chancellor, 

Islamic University of Maldives.
December,2020   

`
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DR FRAUKE MEYER
Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Education and Social Work
University of Auckland

Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Education and Social Work
University of Auckland

Frauke Meyer is a senior lecturer at the Faculty of 
Education and Social Work at the University of Auckland. 
Her research is concerned with school leadership and 
interpersonal leadership practices. The immediate focus 
of her research is the analysis, assessment, and 
development of interpersonal  leadership behaviours that 
promote relational trust and school improvement. Her 
expertise lies in qualitative as well as some quantitative 
research methodologies and mixed methods designs. 
Frauke has worked on a number of small to large-scale 
research projects and program evaluations and research 
projects. She teaches core courses in the Master of 
Educational Leadership and is the acting Programme 
Director for the Master of Education, Master of 
Professional Studies, Master of Education Practice.

MS. CATHERINE HASWELL
The UN Resident Coordinator for the 
Republic of Maldives
The UN Resident Coordinator for the 
Republic of Maldives

Ms. Catherine Haswell is the UN Resident Coordinator for 
the Republic of Maldives. She presented her credentials 
to HEP Ibrahim Mohamed Solih on 16 February 2020, and 
formally assumed her duties on the same day.

Ms. Haswell brings 24 years of development and 
humanitarian experience in Asia, Africa, Europe and the 
Middle East.  For the last decade she served in senior 
roles in the UN Economic Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) and Economic and Social Commission for 
Western Asia (UNESCWA) in strategy and programme 
management. In her most recent role in UNECE, she led 
on deployment of regional technical cooperation 
expertise to countries in Europe and Central Asia in 
support of the 2030 Agenda, in line with the reform of the 
UN Development System.  Prior to that, Ms. Haswell 
served as an adviser on humanitarian and development 
policy and programmes to senior mission leadership of 
integrated political and peacekeeping missions in Iraq, 
Liberia, and Sudan (2005-2009).

Ms. Haswell previously held programme and 
management roles with UNICEF in Darfur, the occupied 
Palestinian territories and Timor Leste.

Ms. Haswell holds a Master’s in International and Public 
Law from the University of Melbourne, Australia.
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CONFERENCE CHAIR

THE STEERING COMMITTEE

THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE (REVIEWING ABSTRACTS) 

Dr. Ismail Shafeeu 
Dean, Center for Research and 
Publication, IUM 

Dr. Dheeba Moosa
DVC, Research and Innovation, IUM 

Dr. Aishath Reesha
Dean, Kulliyaah of Education, IUM

Dr. Abudulla Jameel
Dean, Center for Post Graduate 
Studies, IUM 

Dr. Ismail Shafeeu 
Dean, Center for Research and 
Publication, IUM 

Uz. Ishaq Mohamed Fulhu
Dean, Kulliyaah of Arabic Language, 
IUM

Dr. Mariyam Shareefa 
Senior Lecturer, Center for Research 
and Publication, IUM 

Dr. Visal Moosa
Senior Lecturer, Center for Research 
and Publication, IUM 

Dr. Ismail Shafeeu
Dean, Center for Research and 
Publication, IUM 

Dr. Dheeba Moosa
DVC, Research and Innovation, IUM 

Dr. Aishath Reesha
Dean, Kulliyaah of Education, IUM

Dr. Abudulla Jameel
Dean, Center for Post Graduate 
Studies, IUM 

Uz. Abdul Hafeez Khalid 
Dean, Kulliyaah of Economics and 
Management, IUM 

Uz. Mohamed Shaheen
Dean, Center for Continuing 
Education, IUM 

Dr. Aishath Waheeda
Head, Examinations Centre, IUM 

Dr. Mariyam Shareefa
Senior Lecturer, Center for Research 
and Publication, IUM 

Dr. Visal Moosa
Senior Lecturer, Center for Research 
and Publication, IUM 

Dr. Hassanal Kordi
Senior Lecturer, Center for Post 
Graduate Studies, IUM 

Dr. Fathimath Muna
Senior Lecturer, Kulliyaah of 
Education, IUM
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

 
09th December 2020, Wednesday  

Inaugural Ceremony (09:00 hrs – 09:30 hrs) 

Time Program By 

09:00-
09:05 Inaugural ceremony begins with the Recitation of Holy Quran  Uz. Ibrahim Shifau  

09:05-
09:15 Welcome Speech by VC of the Islamic University of Maldives  Dr. Ibrahim 

Zakariyya Moosa 

09:15-
09:25 Address by the Guest of Hono ur (Minister of Environment)  Dr. Hussain Rasheed 

Hassan 
 

Keynote Speech 1  

Time Topic Speaker Session 
Chair 

09:30-
10:15 Leadership in challenging times  Dr. Frauke 

Meyer 
Uz. Mohamed 

Shaheen 
 

Cultural Video (10:15 hrs – 10:30 hrs) 
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Parallel Session 1 (10:30 hrs – 11:50 hrs)  

Day/ 
Date Rm

. 

Ln
g.

 

M
od

. 

Time Code Title Presenter(s)  
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10:30 - 
10:50 

ab032 The Role of Parents in Special Education in 
the Maldives: Teachers’ Voice  

Fathimath 
Warda, 
Mariyam 
Nihaadh 

10:50 - 
11:10 

ab001 Validating a Tool to Measure Teacher 
Readiness for Inclusive Education in 
Maldives 

Mariyam 
Shareefa 

11:10 - 
11:30 

ab030 Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Islam 
and the Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities  

Amasa 
Firdausa Al-
jannah 

11:30 - 
11:50 

ab005 The Necessity of Enhancing Four 21st 
Century Employable Skills in Engineering 
Education - An Assessment Study for 
Engineers' Sample in GCC  

Kadhm J. 
Sherouk 

2 EN 

Dr
. F

at
hi

m
at

h 
M

un
a 

10:30 - 
10:50 

ab002 A Bibliometric Analysis of Research on 
Change Management: An Overview  

Abdul Hafeez, 
Visal Moosa  

10:50 - 
11:10 

ab009 An Empirical Investigation of Relationship 
between Structural Empowerment and 
Adaptive performance: One Way Mediation 
Process 

Shaista 
Jabeen 

11:10 - 
11:30 

ab021 Effects of Leadership Styles On Employee 
Performance in an Organization  

Hidaya 
Mohamed 
Zahir, Ibrahim 
Nasheedh 

3 EN 

U
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10:30 - 
10:50 

ab017 Elements of Arabic and Qur’anic Allusions 
in some Mass Communication Practices: A 
Comparative Study 

Aliy 
Abdulwahid 
Adebisi 

10:50 - 
11:10 

ab023 The Concept of Tolerance in the Light of 
Medina Charter: An Analysis  

Mohamed 
Mursaleen 

11:10 - 
11:30 

ab010 Psychological Factors Influencing 
Individual Investor Behaviour: A Case of 
Lahore Stock Exchange  

Farid Ahmad 

11:30 - 
11:50 

ab029 Assessing Workplace Response to COVID -
19 in the Maldives: A Descriptive Study  

Ahmed 
Mohamed 
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10:30 - 
10:50 

ab003 ة ل ان األخرى: دراسة تحل م مع األد  Mohamed موقف القرآن ال
Mushraff 
Mohamed 
Ramlan 

10:50 - 
11:10 

ab007   م الدي اإلسال  ع العولمة ات التعل  Ameer Ajwath تحد
Mohamed 
Rasick 

11:10 - 
11:30 

ab028  العر الحوار-
 المحادثة لدى الطالب المالد 

Mohamed 
Uwais 
Mohamed 
Ameen 

11:30 - 
11:50 

ab031    ة المجتمع ة وتنم اة الثقاف أثر الفن اإلسال  الح
 المالد 

Mohamed 
Ismail 
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10th December 2020, Thursday  

Keynote Speech 2  

Time Topic Speaker Session Chair 

09:00 - 
09:45 

Education vs Knowledge: The impact of COVID -19 
on learning. 

Ms. Catherine 
Haswell 

Dr. Mariyam 
Shareefa 

 

Cultural Video (09 :45 hrs – 10:00 hrs) 

 

Parallel Session 2 (10 :00 hrs – 11:00 hrs) 

Day/ 
Date Rm

. 

Ln
g.

 

M
od

. 

Time Code Title Presenter(s)  
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 10:00 - 
10:20 ab019 Integration of G-Suite Tools in Classroom 

Teaching in the Maldives  

Mohamed 
Imran, 

Mohamed 
Fayaz 

10:20 - 
10:40 ab026 

Student Perception, Engagement and 
Barriers to Online Learning During Covid -

19: A Cross-Sectional Survey  

Aminath 
Maria, Manjo 

P Chacko 

10:40 - 
11:00 ab027 

Students’ Acceptance and Use of Online 
Learning at Maldivian Higher Education 

Institutions 

Humaid Ali , 
Shaju 

Gnanaseelan 

2 EN 

M
oh
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10:00 - 
10:20 ab014 

Factors Contributing to Disruptive 
Classroom Behaviour in Brunei 

Darussalam 

Fathimath 
Muna 

10:20 - 
10:40 ab015 

An Exploratory Case Study of Behaviour 
Management in an Eighth Grade 

Classroom: Teachers’ and Students’ 
Perspectives  

Aishath 
Muhudha 

10:40 - 
11:00 ab024 

The Interrelationship Between Foreign 
Language Learning Motivation and 

Willingness to Communicate: A 
Quantitative Investigation 

Wijdene 
Ayed 

3 DH 

U
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h 
H
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 10:00 - 

10:20 ab008 
 ްނަޝްކަްރޓްސްނިއ ްޑަޓޭއިޝްނެރަފިޑ ިއަގުމުނިިދއަންނަގނުއ

  ްސާުދަރކ ުލާވުސ ޭނާންނަގެނެދ ުރަވްނިމ ާރުކްނުނޭބ

  ްނުުރކްޓޭޑިލެވ

Aishath 
Reesha, 

Agisa Ali, 
Visal Moosa  

10:20 - 
10:40 ab011 

  ިއަގުދެމ ެގްނުރަވިަރދ ެގ11 ްޑޭރްގ ެގުކަތުލޫކްސ ީވަނާޘީތަމ

 ް ައތުަބބަސ ާވިރެވުެދމ ްނަުރކ ާގނަހ

Hidaya 
Mohamed 

Zahir, 
Ibrahim 
Zuhair 

10:40 - 
11:00 ab020 

  ިއަގުޢަމަތުޖުމ ިހެވިދ ިއަގުަރޒަނ ެގްނުނެހްނައ ާޅައާގުރުުބނޫމ

  ާރުކްޕިއަޓޯއިރީޓްސ ުދެމ ާންނުނެހްނައ ާޅައާގުރުުބނޫމ

 ު ރަވްނިމ ިާއކަތްތޮގ

Nazly 
Rashad 
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Closing Ceremony (1130 hrs – 1200 hrs)  

Time Program By 

11:15-
11:25 Vote of thanks DCV,  Research and Innovation,  Dr. Dheeba Moosa

-

-

 

11:25-
11:35 Highlights of ICIA 2020 (Video presentation)  

11:40 END OF THE CONFERENCE  
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ABSTRACT
Students with Special Education Needs (SEN) is increasing in the Maldives. With this increase, the 
demand for professionals in various fields are unmet. Thus, with the introduction of the Inclusive 
Education Policy in 2013, all students are educated in the same classroom by the regular teacher. 
The challenges are a major concern for all stakeholders in the education sector and research has 
been conducted locally. However, studies on the role of parents of such students is an area that 
remains yet to be explored in the Maldives, which makes this study crucial. The main aim of this 
study is to explore the involvement of parents in providing education to SEN students from the 
teachers’ perspectives. The basis for this study is the Parent Development Theory developed by 
Mowder. A qualitative research has been utilised for the study with data gathered using one-to-one 
interviews. Fifteen teachers teaching in inclusive classes from different schools in Maldives were 
selected using purposive sampling. Emphasis was given to select teachers from different Key 
Stages. Data was analysed using thematic coding. The findings revealed that teachers highlighted 
that parents’ involvement was a key factor in ensuring success of education in children with special 
needs. Thus, the study concludes that the role of parents as a necessary input for the proper 
development of children and in educating children with special needs, suggesting that extra 
measures have to be taken develop a positive relationship between teachers and parents in order to 
strengthen this aspect.

Keywords: Parent involvement, Parents’ role, Special education needs, Teachers’ perspective

THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
IN THE MALDIVES: TEACHERS’ VOICE
Fathimath Warda

fathimath.warda@villacollege.edu.mv
Villa College

 Mariyam Nihaadh
mariyam.nihaadh@villacollege.edu.mv

Villa College
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ABSTRACT
Even though, teacher readiness for inclusive education is frequently investigated in literature, the 
psychometric properties of a scale to evaluate teacher readiness for inclusive education, especially 
in Maldivian context are extremely scarce. The aim of this study is to modify the teacher readiness 
for an inclusive education scale to determine if the modified scale was reliable and valid in the 
Maldives Context. A total of 628 teachers (258 males and 370 females) from seventy-seven schools 
participated in this study. In phase 1, the construct validity of the Maldives teachers’ readiness scale 
was established through exploratory factor analysis. In phase 2, the tests of dimensionality, reliability, 
convergent and discriminant validity was established through confirmatory factor analysis. Results 
supported a two-factor, 23 items scale. The scale may be utilised as a reliable and valid instrument 
to assess teacher readiness for inclusive education in the Maldivian context. 

Keywords: Inclusive education, Maldives, Psychometric analysis, Teacher readiness

VALIDATING A TOOL TO MEASURE 
TEACHER READINESS FOR INCLUSIVE 

EDUCATION IN MALDIVES
Visal Moosa

Corresponding author
visal.moosa@gmail.com

Islamic University of 
Maldives

Mariyam Shareefa
Islamic University of 

Maldives

Donnie Adams
Faculty of Education, 
University of Malaya, 

Malaysia

Ahmed Mohamed
The Maldives 

National University, 
Maldives
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ABSTRACT
Fundamental rights are innate rights. Enforcement of these rights is germane to the well-being of 
every nation. Persons with disabilities must not be left out in the process of implementation of these 
rights. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) was formulated and adopt-
ed to ensure the rights of persons with disabilities are well guarded and proper enforcement proce-
dures upheld whenever a breach occurs. This research adopts doctrinal method to expound the key 
concepts like disabilities and rights. In addition, relevant legislations especially the provisions of 
CRPD, Quran, Hadith, academic papers on Heinoline, Jstor and Ebscohost were examined to gain a 
deep insight on this subject. The recognition and inclusion of persons with disabilities in verses of 
the Quran and the Sunnah of the Prophet not only spiritual but also in all other facets of life were 
examined. The findings of this research show that the economic, social and cultural rights of persons 
with disabilities are provided for under the International Instruments the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, and specifically enunciated under the CRPD. Article 26 of the CPRD extends the rights 
of persons with disabilities to health, work, education and social security to the right to habilitation 
and rehabilitation, which features for the first time in a core United Nations human rights treaty. 

Keywords: CRPD, Disabilities, Inclusion, Islam, Human Rights

RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES IN 
ISLAM AND THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS 

OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Amasa Firdausa Al-jannah

jannahfir@gmail.com
International Islamic University Malaysia
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ABSTRACT
Forced by the rapid development and the continuous changes that influenced the world in the 21st 
century, scholars and representatives of various industries have claimed the importance of enhanc-
ing certain skills at the entire educational specialisations, and the engineering sciences is one of 
them. Therefore, studies reported that promoting such skills in the 21st century's engineers became 
a persistent need and not avoidable. The engineers in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries are 
not an exception, and they are paramount to realising the visions of their countries. This paper is a 
contribution to bridging this gap and aims to examine the levels of four essential 21st century skills 
for a number of engineers in the region. The tool (21C-4S scale) for assessing the four skills of; (1) 
communication, (2) contextual learning, (3) flexibility and adaptability, (4) collaboration and team-
work, was used to achieve this paper's goal. A sample of 60 in a varied engineering specialisations, 
including 38 males and 22 females, was collected online. The results showed an observed lack in the 
four skills in the sample, and significantly in the skill of teamwork. The authors end this paper with 
critical recommendations and suggestions for educational decision makers at higher engineering 
educational institutions. 

Keywords: 21C-4S scale, 21st century skills, Adaptability, Communication, Collaboration, Contextual 
learning, Engineering education, Teamwork

THE NECESSITY OF ENHANCING FOUR 21ST 
CENTURY EMPLOYABLE SKILLS IN 

ENGINEERING EDUCATION - AN ASSESSMENT 
STUDY FOR ENGINEERS' SAMPLE IN GCC

Kadhm J. Sherouk
info@e-institute21cs.com

 E-Institute for 21st Century Skills 
Germany 

Kadhum Raad
raad.kadhum@gmail.com

 E-Institute for 21st Century Skills 
Germany 
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ABSTRACT
This bibliometric study employed science mapping to analyse research conducted in the area of 
change management. The analysis is based on 1457 documents composed of journal articles, 
review papers, and conference papers, published between 1995 and 2019, generated from SCOPUS 
database. Bibliometric analysis such as keyword occurrence, and co-citations were conducted using 
VOSviewer. Furthermore, other bibliometric indicators such as authors, institutions and countries 
were also employed. It was found that scholarly work in the field of change management is on the 
rise. While the contribution from different regions of the world could be observed, the most impactful 
scholarly works were contributed by the West and Asia. Furthermore, we found that the most cited 
scholarly work appeared in high-ranked journals while these journals belong to diverse fields. Finally, 
it was found that, research on change management could be classified into four schools of thought; 
engineering and ICT industry, organisational aspects of change, leadership aspects of change, and 
human aspects of change. This study contributes to the knowledgebase on change management by 
creating an intellectual landscape of the existing research. However, our findings are limited to the 
publications retrieved from SCOPUS, and those available in English language only. Hence, further 
research involving other data bases is recommended.  

Keywords: Bibliometric analysis, Change management, Science mapping

A BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH ON 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT: AN OVERVIEW

Visal Moosa 
visal.moosa@gmail.com 

 Islamic University of Maldives 

Abdul Hafeez Khalid
abdul.hafeez@ium.edu.mv

 Islamic University of Maldives 

Ahmed Mohamed
ahmadhmohamed@gmail.com

The Maldives National University
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ABSTRACT
Under the current business conditions, workforces face turbulent and rapidly fluctuating work circum-
stances, due to which adaptability is considered crucial for employees or professionals to prosper in 
the organisations of 21st century. The notion of employee adaptive performance has attained 
substantial attention in recent years. However, there are different leadership styles or practices 
(empowering) which impact adaptability. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to examine the 
extent and impact of empowerment (structural) on adaptive performance through a mediation 
process in public sector universities across Pakistan. Data is composed through a self-administered 
questionnaire (SAQ) from 350 respondents of the study. Descriptive, correlation, and regression 
analysis were run to analyse the data through SPSS 23 and ADANCO 2.2.1 software. In this research 
we investigated how empowerment through employee engagement impact the adaptive perfor-
mance of the employees. Employee engagement is studied as a mediator of the structural empower-
ment and employee adaptive behaviour. Results showed that empowered employees are more 
flexible, engaged and adaptive to the uncertain situations and exhibits high adaptive performance 
whereas employee engagement partially mediates the relationship between empowerment-job 
behaviour. This study incorporated pragmatic perspective of empowerment and provides imperative 
insight into the process linking empowerment with adaptability of the employees. However, 
alterations in management practices by empowering workforces can increase employee adaptability 
leading to overall organisational effectiveness which is one of the crucial practical implication of this 
research. 

Keywords: Adaptive performance, Employee engagement, Public sector, Structural empowerment

AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN STRUCTURAL EMPOWERMENT AND ADAPTIVE 

PERFORMANCE: ONE WAY MEDIATION PROCESS
Shaista Jabeen

jabeenkiran@ymail.com
Hailey College of Commerce 

PU Lahore, Pakistan

Dr. Rizwan Qaiser Danish

Institute of Business 
Administration PU Lahore, 

Pakistan 
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ABSTRACT
In today’s competitive workplace, to run the organisation effectively and efficiently, one of the most 
vulnerable factors that organisations need is the human capacity (Bushra, Usman & Naveed, 2011). 
Organisations are striving harder to attain their goals by applying different management approaches. 
Leadership is one of the significant components that matter in management. Leaders play a vital role 
in leading their subordinates in achieving organisational objectives and goals. If the organisation 
does not have good leaders, it will impact the motivation, satisfaction, and behaviour of employees, 
which directly affects the performance of employees. The purpose of this study was to explore the 
effects of modern leadership styles on employee performance by taking 108 randomly selected 
employees from a company in the Maldives. Hence, one company was selected to choose a sample 
that is truly representative of the population and due to feasibility. The study employed quantitative 
methods to collect data through survey questionnaires. By using SPSS, questions were coded, and 
responses were analysed by generating Pearson’s r correlation and multiple regression analysis. 
Results of the data analysis revealed transformational leadership style has a statistically significant 
strong positive correlation with employee performance (r = .657, p = .000), while transactional 
leadership has a weak positive correlation (r = .324, p = .01) with employee performance. However, 
the study found that charismatic leadership has no significant correlation (r = .054, p = .291) with 
employee performance. Further, from regression analysis, it was evident that transformational 
leadership (beta = 0.603, p ≤ .01) and transactional leadership (beta = 0.211, p ≤ .05) positively 
predicts employee's performance. Therefore, to improve the performance of employees in this 
company, it is recommended to practice transformational and transactional leadership style rather 
than charismatic leadership styles. 

Keywords: Charismatic leadership, Employee performance, Leadership, Transactional leadership, 
Transformational leadership
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ABSTRACT
Some exploratory researches related to market efficiency assert that stock prices are predictable. 
One of the causes for this phenomenon is acknowledged as the presence of psychological aspects 
having effects on behavioural decisions made by individual investors in the stock market. 
Consequently, the key purpose of current research is to use the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) 
and psychological factors (overconfidence bias, anchor bias, hindsight bias and financial literacy) as 
a conceptual lens for discovering factors influencing individual investor's behavioural intention 
relating stock market in Pakistan. A structured questionnaire is used which include open-ended and 
closed-ended questions wherein Likert scale statements were used to collect data from 187 
respondents of the study (individual investor). For the present research, positivistic research 
paradigm is used beside with correlation and descriptive research design. Linear regression analysis 
and structural equation modeling (SEM) with the help of AMOS 20 software is used for hypothesis 
testing. The results indicate that the perceived behaviour control, attitude and subjective norms 
significantly impact the individual’s investment decision. The results also show that the 
psychological factors (financial literacy, anchor bias, overconfidence bias, and hindsight bias) also 
significantly affect individual investor’s attitude. Result of this study are noteworthy for investors and 
investment advisors and policymakers as it provides valuable insights relating to psychological 
factors affecting investor behaviour.

Keywords: Financial literacy, Investor behaviour, Psychological factors, SEM, TPB
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ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 pandemic had a profound impact on work, workers, and workplace due to health risks 
of open-plan offices and sudden shift to work from home. Thus, organisations have been forced to 
make rapid changes to prevent workplace exposures to COVID-19. This study investigates how 
employees perceive their organisation’s response to the pandemic in the context of Maldives. Partici-
pants (n = 188) working at different sectors completed an online survey questionnaire during the 
period of April to June 2020. Self-selection sampling was utilised to select the participants working 
at various industries such as; manufacturing, tourism and leisure services, transport and logistics, 
education, and trade (wholesale and retail). Descriptive analysis showed that 13.8 percent of the 
workplace did not change the organisation of work, while 34 percent of the workplace switched to 
working online from home completely and 18.6 percent of the organisations did not have any work. 
The remaining 33.6 percent of the workplaces switched to working online from home but significant-
ly reduced the number of working hours. The findings revealed moderate level of managers’ actions 
regarding the prevention of COVID-19, procedures and implementation of COVID-19 prevention, 
training and internal communication on COVID-19, and involvement of workers in the prevention of 
COVID-19 pandemic in organisations. The findings further revealed that employees did not receive 
adequate training on workplace health, safety issues, and COVID-19 prevention. Nevertheless, 
employees perceived that safety rules and regulations were followed by the managements. The 
findings of this study have useful inputs and implications for policy makers, employers, and manag-
ers on developing effective workplace measures and future planning for rapid responsiveness. Policy 
makers and employers can create roadmaps for new patters of work, while managers can develop 
institutional guidelines to ensure safety of the employees for now and future circumstances. 

Keywords: Prevention from COVID-19, Safety measures, Working online, Workplace response
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ABSTRACT
Qur’ān, the holy scripture of the Muslims is an embodiment of science and knowledge system. The 
revelation started with abundant allusions to learning. Communication, which is said to begin at child 
birth, is essential to our day-to-day life as it refers to the giving and taking of meaning, the transmis-
sion and reception of the messages. However, there have been ongoing attempts by scholars, 
world-wide to explain various epistemological issues of the Qur’ān. There is little interest in the study 
of communication aspects as could be found in the Qur’ān despite considerable allusions of mass 
communication as demonstrated by the Qur’ān. The present work examines aspects of mass 
communication practice in the Arabo-Islamic literary work, using the allusions in the Qur’ān thereof 
as a restricted zone for the study as well as mass communication properties such as the journalistic 
concepts like news, interviews, investigation and other mass communication practices. To this 
effect, the concept of mass communication is briefly explained; the meaning of the Glorious Qur’ān 
is also discussed while the impact of the Qur’ānic verses on mass communication is comparatively 
taken care of. The study adopted descriptive analysis method to analyse level of compatibility of 
some selected Qur’anic verse seen in mass communication practices. Data were obtained from 
observations as well as second-hand data collected from published books, journal, and on-line 
portals. The results from the findings show that there are tremendous similarities in the Qur’ānic 
verses and the mass communication practices. Finally, conclusion and recommendations are 
offered. 

Keywords: Arabo-Islamic, Comparative study, Mass communication practices, Qur’ānic allusions 
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Islam is the religion of tolerance. It is against any form of violence or aggression. The primary objec-
tive of this study is to explain the nature of tolerance in the light of teaching Islam. This paper uses 
Medina Charter which proclaim one nation theory and thus provides an exemplary solution for intoler-
ance in our modern world. The research uses document analysis through secondary sources such 
as scholarly articles based on the Medina Charter to explore the real teaching of Islam. The findings 
of this study show that the Medina Charter has set out many of essential principles between 
Muslims and non-Muslims to live peacefully, and it is evident that over the course of history, Muslims 
were able to live in tolerance with the followers of other faiths. This study also calls for another 
similar study to be done to explore the beauty of tolerance in Islam for Muslims and non-Muslims to 
live with each other peacefully with harmony, tolerance, co-existence, love and respect for others.

Keywords: Co-existence, Islam, Medina Charter, Tolerance.
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ABSTRACT
Technology has facilitated almost every aspect of our lives including provision of education. More 
importantly, it has paved the way towards improving the quality of education. As most ICT tools in 
education work as a vehicle for improving instruction, teachers are required to be equipped with 
knowledge and training to integrate ICT in teaching and learning. The significance of technology 
enabled learning has also increased due to the recent pandemic of COVID-19. Among the various ICT 
tools in education, G-suite tools have shown to be attractive and are common among teachers. As a 
result, in recent years, countries including Maldives have taken initiatives to train its teachers, 
particularly in the use of G-suite in classrooms. A substantial amount of literature shows the benefits 
of these tools in education, however, research concerning the level of integration of G-suite tools in 
teachers’ pedagogical practices are rare, particularly in the Maldivian context. The purpose of this 
study is to examine the extent to which teachers integrate G-suite tools in classrooms. This study is 
administered at a public school in Maldives. A sample of 50 teachers participated in this study and 
they were selected using convenient sampling technique. The research employed both quantitative 
and qualitative data which were collected using, questionnaires and classroom observations. The 
quantitative data was analysed using descriptive statistics. The qualitative data was analysed using 
template analysis.  The results from the quantitative analysis indicated that teachers have adequate 
level of content, pedagogical and technological knowledge. However, results from the qualitative 
analysis revealed that teachers were not able to integrate these components in classroom teaching 
using G-suit tools.  The findings of this research provide recommendations for the school in 
designing trainings focused on integrating ICT in classrooms. 

Keywords: Classroom practices, G-suite tools, ICT integration 
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In response to COVID-19 pandemic, higher education institutions transitioned from face-to-face to 
online learning across the globe. This abrupt change in higher education institutions to adopt fully 
online learning mode might affect online learning perception and experiences of students. This study 
aims to investigate tertiary level students’ online learning perception and engagement in online learn-
ing. Additionally, this study examines barriers or obstacles to online learning during the COVID-19 
pandemic in the Maldives. An online survey was utilised to collect quantitative data. Instruments 
were adopted and adapted to collect the data from 470 students studying in both public and private 
higher education institutions across the country. The data was analysed using descriptive and 
Pearson correlation. The findings revealed a moderate level of perception and engagement in online 
learning. The results showed a positive and significant association between all the dimensions of 
online learning perception – accessibility, interactivity, adaptability, knowledge acquisition, and ease 
of loading – and student engagement in online learning. The findings further revealed that internet 
connectivity, internet access, and access to digital devices were the major obstacles to study online 
during the pandemic. This study has contributed to the current knowledge on students’ perception 
towards online learning, their engagement and barriers to participate in online learning. Therefore, it 
is vital for policy makers to address various elements that are related to students’ engagement and 
obstacles when implementing online learning in higher education institutions in situations like the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Keywords: Barriers to participate, Online learning, Student engagement, Student perception
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ABSTRACT
The global outbreak of COVID-19 drove students’ learning into a digital sphere. Students were 
required to adapt new ways of learning using technology to continue their studies. This study exam-
ines students’ acceptance and use of online learning using Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), 
when higher education institutions implemented emergency remote teaching and learning during 
the pandemic. Using an online survey based on adapted instruments, quantitative data was collected 
from a sample of 470 students at colleges and universities in the Maldives. Structural equation 
modeling (SEM) was employed as a technique for data analysis. Significant relationships were 
observed between psychological motivation, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, intention 
to use online learning, and student engagement (actual use) in online learning. The results indicated 
psychological motivation as an important antecedent of perceived ease of use and perceived useful-
ness. The results revealed that perceived usefulness had the largest effect on intention to use online 
learning and significantly mediated perceived ease of use and intention to use online learning. The 
results further showed that intention to use online learning significantly contributed to the student 
engagement in online learning. The findings of this study provide managerial implications to higher 
education institutions, such as paying close attention to factors influencing intention to use online 
learning. For future studies, different external variables and factors from other theories can be added 
to the model.

Keywords: Intention to use, Online learning, Technology acceptance model
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Disruptive behaviour in classrooms is a challenge for teaching and learning. The act of disruptive 
behaviour by young adolescents in the contemporary classrooms is a significant cause of teachers’ 
stress and burnout. The current study examined the factors contributing to disruptive classroom 
behaviour in secondary schools of Brunei Darussalam. Data was collected through semi-structured 
interviews from three secondary schools in the capital city. Six local teachers teaching to age 13 to 
15 year-old adolescents were selected using purposive sampling. A total of 12 interviews were 
conducted to elicit information from these local teachers on the factors contributing to disruptive 
behaviour. A thematic analysis was carried out, and the findings revealed that teachers from the 
three schools identified different factors influencing the disruptive behaviour of the young adoles-
cents in their particular classrooms. The themes emerged in the analysis include family, home 
environment, peer influence, social community, socioeconomic status and social media. Based on 
the findings of the study, the implications of these findings for teachers and future research are 
discussed.

Keywords: Classroom, Disruptive behaviour, Factors, Qualitative study, Young adolescents
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ABSTRACT
The present research is a qualitative case study of an eighth-grade classroom, exploring the percep-
tions of teachers and students towards current approaches to behaviour management, and how it 
may be transformed for more constructive results. Data was gathered via semi-structured interview 
sessions with three teachers and three students in the respective grade eight class. Interviews were 
transcribed and coded to elicit common themes and patterns. The key findings of the research show 
that actual practice of behaviour management in the classroom contradicts with common teacher 
and student perceptions towards it. General findings demonstrate that firstly, more constructive 
methods of communication and relationships need to be shown by all parties involved within the 
school community, especially with regard to limiting the use of coercion in classroom behaviour 
management. Second, the need for character education in students arises as a strong theme, and 
third, increased effort needs to be expended towards the development of interactive teaching strate-
gies. The main recommendation of the research is that with growing trends in the world and with 
new research on positive ways of addressing behavioural issues, schools need to focus on a holistic, 
conducive environment without the need for blame and negativity of punishments. The main interpre-
tation of the present study necessitates the need for the implementation of whole school restorative 
approaches in order to pursue successful behaviour management.

Keywords: Behaviour management, Restorative approaches
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The present research lies under the umbrella of foreign language learning processes with a particular 
interest in the English language. The study is an attempt to investigate the interrelationship among 
willingness to communicate (WTC), second language motivation, and personality traits. All these 
constructs are hypothesised to be complex constructs, therefore, measured by several scales. In 
terms of research methods, the study was conducted using an online questionnaire on Google 
Forms platform which was developed and piloted in previous studies and adapted for the purpose of 
this particular research. Based on descriptive statistics, the data were collected from a sample of 
155 multinational participants aged between 17 and 40 years old. Data were analysed using 
correlation and regression calculations, one-way ANOVA tests, and independent samples t-tests with 
the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software 20.0 version. The research outcomes 
revealed the existence of a strong, positive, and significant correlation between these constructs 
which consequently influences and contributes to the successful process of English learning as a 
foreign language. Second and foreign language educators should ensure that the learning 
experience of learners would be successful by enhancing their intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 
which will, consequently, influence their WTC. Fostering willingness to use the target language inside 
and outside the classroom contexts enhances learners’ level and develops their communicative 
competencies. 

Keywords: Foreign language learning, Personality traits, SPSS, Quantitative investigation, Willingness 
to communicate
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ިއްންސްޓަރްކަޝްނެގ  ިޑަފެރްނިޝޭއަޓްޑ  ަފްލަސފަާއީކ  ެއްއ  ޭބުންނުކެރވޭ  ުއނަގްނަނިއިދުނަމްށ  ިރާޢަޔްތޮކްށެގްނ  ަތފުާތަތަކްށ 

ިއްންސްޓަރްކަޝްނ  ިޑަފެރްނިޝޭއަޓްޑ  ިކަޔަވިއިދުނުމަގިއ  ެއަބިއީމުހްނެގ  ުމަދްއިރުސްނ  ަމުޤަޞަދީކ،  ިދާރާސެގ  ިމ  ަފްލަސފެާއެވ. 

ުސާވުލަކުރާދުހަގިއ  ެވިލޑްޭޓުކިރ  ިދާރާސަގިއ  ިމ  ެވިލޑްޭޓުކުރެމެވ.  ަތްއާޔުރޮކްށ  ުސާވުލަކުރާދެހްއ  ެދެނަގްނާނޭނ  ިމްނަވުރ  ޭބުންނުކާރ 

ިމ  ުސާވުލަތެކެކެވ.  ޭބުންނޮކްށަފިއާވ  ިދާރާސަތުކަގިއ  ަބެއްއ  ުކެރިވަފިއާވ  ިއނިގޭރިސަބުހްނ  ުކިރްނ  ީމެގ  ުސާވުލަތަކީކ،  ިހަމާނަފިއާވ 

ެއްއުކެރުވުނ  ިމޮގުތްނ  ަފާރުތްނެނެވ.  ުމަދްއިރުސްނެގ   507 ަމަސްއަކްތުކާރ  ްސޫކުލަތުކަގިއ  ިދެވިހާރްއޖެޭގ  ެއްއުކީރ  ޑާާޓ  ިދާރާސައްށ 

ަނީތާޖިއްނ  ިދާރާސެގ  ިމ  ޭބުންނޮކްށެގްނެނެވ.  ެއްސ.ީޕ.ެއްސ.ެއްސ  ެއްއޮގަތްށ،  ިފަޔަވުޅަތާކ  ެގ  ީއ.ެއްފ.ޭއ  ަތުހީލުލުކީރ  ަމުޢޫލާމުތ 

 6 ަތފުާތ  ެދެނަގުތަމްށަޓަކިއ  ިމްނަވުރ  ިޑަފެރްނިޝޭއްޓުކާރ  ުއނަގްނަނިއިދުންނ  ަމަދުރާސަތުކަގިއ  ިދެވިހާރްއޖެޭގ  ޮގުތަގިއ  ެއނުގުނ 

ިގްނިތައަކްށ ަބަލްނެޖެހެއެވ. ެއީއ،  ުއނަގްނަނިއިދުނުމެގ ޮގްތަތްއ،  ުއނެގުނުނ ެއްއެޗްއ ުހަށައާޅ ޮގްތ، ަވަޒްނުކުރްނ، ުއނެގުނުމެގ 

ުކިރަމުގަގިއ  ުސާވުލަކުރާދަހީކ  ެވިލޑްޭޓުކެރުވުނ  ިދާރާސަގިއ  ިމ  ިމެއެވ.  ަވުގުތ  ޭދ  ުއނެގުނަމްށ  ައިދ  ަތެކިތ،  ުއނަގްނަނިއޭދ  ެވިށ، 

ިދާރާސެގ ޭބުނަމާށިއ ަތުޢީލީމ ިސާޔަސުތަތްއ ެއުކަލާވުލަމްށ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ެއްއުކުރުމަގިއ ޭބުންނުކެރވެޭނ ުސާވުލަކުރާދެހެކެވ. 
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 (questionnaire validation) ުސާވުލަކުރާދްސ ެވިލޑްޭޓުކުރްނ
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 ިމ ިދާރާސައީކ ަމީތާޘަނވީ ްސޫކުލަތުކެގ ްގޭރްޑ 11ެގ ަދިރަވުރްނެގ ެމުދަގިއ ަހނާގ ުކަރްނ ެމުދެވިރާވ ަސަބުބަތްއ ެދެނަގުތުމެގ ަމްޤަޞުދަގިއ 

ުކެރެވުނ ިދާރާސެއެކެވ. ިދެވިހާރްއޖެޭގ ަމީތ ާސަނވަީގިއ ިކަޔާވ ަދިރަވުރްނެގ ެމުދަގިއ ަހނާގުކުރްނ ިއުތުރެވަފިއެވެއެވ.  ައިދ ަހނާގ ުކުރުމެގ 

ަސަބުބްނ ަބެއްއ ަދިރަވުރްނެގ ައިމްއަލ ަނުފުސ ަހާލުކެގ ެތެރައްށ ެއްއާލަލިއ ަމުރާވްނ ަމަސްއަކްތ ުކާރަކްނެވްސ ެފްނާންނ ެއަބުހްއެޓެވ. ޯގްލަބްލ 

ްސޫކްލ ެހްލްތ ާސރވޭ (2009) ަގިއ ފަާހަގޮކްށަފިއާވޮގުތްނ ިދެވިހާރްއޖެޭގ %37.7  ަދިރަވުރްނަނީކ ޮކްނެމ 30 ުދަވުހްނ 1 ުދަވުހ ުނަވަތ 

ެއައްށ ުވެރ ިގަނުދަވުހ ަހނާގ ުކެރިވަފިއާވ ަދިރަވުރްނެނެވ. ިމީއ ޮކިލެޓިޓްވ ަނަޒިރްއާޔުތެގ ަދުށްނ ޭކްސ ްސަޓޑްީޒ ެމަތަޑްށ ެހިދ ިދާރާސެއެކެވ. 

ިދާރާސައްށ ޑާާޓ ެއްއުކީރ ޕާރަޕިސްވ ާސްމަޕިލްންގ ޭބުންނ ޮކްށެގްނެނެވ. ިމޮގުތްނ ިދެވިހާރްއޖެޭގ ަމީތާޘަނވީ  ްސޫކެލްއެގ ްގޭރްޑ 11 ަގިއ 

ިކަޔަވުމްނާދ ަދިރަވުރްނެގ ެތެރިއްނ  ަހނާގ ެގ ިޝާކަރ ައަކްށ ެވަފިއާވ 6 ަދިރަވުރްނާނ ފްޭސ-ްޓ-ފްޭސ ިއްނަޓރިވުއ  ުކެރުވެނެވ. ޑާާޓަތްއ 

ަތްޙީލުލ ުކުރަމްށ ޭބުންނުކީރ ޮކްނެޓްންޓ ެއަނަލިސްސ ެމެތެޑެވ. ިމޮގުތްނ ިއްނަޓރިވުއިއްނ ިލުބުނ ޑާާޓަތްއ ްޓާރްންސްކަރިއްބ ުކުރަމްށަފުހ، 

ޯކްޑޮކްށ، ަމިއަގނުޑ ީތުމަތެކްއ ެނުގެނެވ. ިމިދާރާސެގ ަނީތާޖިއްނ ފަާހަގ ުކެރުވީނ ަމީތ ާޘަނވީ ްގޭރްޑ 11 ެގ ަދިރަވުރްނެގ ެމުދަގިއ ަހނާގުކެރެވީނ 

ަހަސަދެވިރަކާމިއ، ުރިޅެވިރަކާމިއ، ުކްއެޖްއެގ ިކަބިއަގިއ ުހްނަނ ުނުކެޅުދްނެތިރަކުމެގ ަސަބުބްނާނިއ، ޮމުޅަކާމިއ، ަގަދުރެވިރަކްނ ޯހުދަމެށެވ. 

ިމޮގްތޮގަތްށ ަހނާގުކުރުމެގ ަސަބުބްނ ަންފާސީނ ޮގުތްނ ެގްއުލްނެވ، ިޖްސާމީނޮގުތްނ ޮބެޑިތ ެގްއުލްނަތްއ ުކިރަމިތެވ، ައިމްއަލަންފަސްށ ެގްއުލްނ 

ެދެއެވ. ެއެހްނަކުމްނ ިމަސަބުބަތްއ ަންއާތުލަމްށ ުމިޅ ުމުޖަތަމުޢ ެއަކަމްށ ޭހުލްނެތިރުކަރްނ ެޖެހެއެވ. ައިދ ޭހުލްނެތިރ ުކުރުމެގ ޮގުތްނ ުކިދްނާނ 

ުގޭޅ ްޕޮރްގާރްމަތްއ ަމަދުރާސަގިއ ައިދ ިކަޔަވިއެދވޭ ަމުރަކުޒަތުކަގިއ ިހްނަގްނެޖެހެއެވ. ިމޮގުތްނ ަލިއްފްސިކްލ ްޕޮރްގާރްމަތާކިއ، ޕިޮޒިޓްވ ިބޭހިވޮއަރްލ 

ިއްނަޓރެވްނަޝްންސ ެއްންޑ ަސޕޯރްޓްސ ައިދ ޮއިލަވްސ ުބީލްންގ ްޕިރެވްނަޝްނ ްޕޮރްގާރްމަތްއ ިހްނިގާދެނެއެވ.

ުމިހްއުމ ަލުފުޒ ަތްއ: ަހނާގުކުރްނ، ަމީތާޘަނވީ ، ަލިއްފްސިކްލްސ 

ެއްބްސޓެްރކްޓް

މަތާީޘަނވީ ްސޫކުލތަކުގެ ގޭްރޑް 11ގެ ަދރިވުަރްނގެ މުެދގައި 
ހަނާގ ކަުރްނ މުެދވެރާިވ ަސބުަބތްައ
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ިމ ިދާރާސައީކ ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ ައްނެހުންނެގ ަނަޒުރަގިއ ިދެވިހ ުމުޖަތަމުޢަގިއ ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ ުއޭޅ ައްނެހުންނާނެމުދ ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕްސުކާރ 

ިއުހްއުސެރ  ުމިހްނުމަވީނ  ިމިދާރާސ  ވާީމ،  ިދާރާސެއެކެވ.  ުކެރުވުނ  ެދެނަގުތަމްށ  ިކާހަވަރަކްށަކްނ  ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕުކަރީނ  ޮގްތަތާކިއ 

ާހަމާވީތ،  ިލްޓެރަޗރިއްނ  ިނަކެމިތޮކްށާލަފިއާވަކްނ  ެއިކޮގްތޮގުތްނ  ަތފުާތ  ައްނެހުންނ،  ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ  ާރްއޖަޭގިއ  ަހަމައްށެވްސ  ިމައާދ 

ިމައުދ ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ ައްނެހުންނާނެމުދ ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕުކާރޮގްތަތާކިއ ިމްނަވުރ ޯހުދަމްށ ިދާރާސެއްއ ުކެރިވަފިއާވަކަމްށ ޯހިދޯހުދްނަތުކްނ 

ެފްނަންނެނީތަމެއެވ. ިމ ިދާރާސައްށ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ެއްއުކުރަމްށ ޭބުންނޮކްށަފިއާވީނ، ާސރވޭ ާއިއ ިއްނަޓިރިވުޔ ެމަތްޑެއެވ. ިމޮގުތްނ ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ 

ޑާާޓ  ިއްނަޓރިވުޔޮކްށެގްނ  ަފާރަތާކ   5 ެތެރިއްނ  ޭއެގ  ުފަރިއ،  ފުޯމ  ާސރވޭ  ަބިއެވިރޮކްށެގްނ  ައްނެހުންނ   50 ުއުމުރުފަރިއެގ  ެއިކ 

ެއްއުކެރުވެނެވ. ިމ ިދާރާސައީކ ަމިއަގނުޑ ެދ ެމަތެޑްއ ޭބުންނޮކްށެގްނ ޮކްށަފިއާވ ިދާރާސައަކްށވާީމ، ިމިއްނ ޮކްނެމ ަބެއްއަގިއެވްސ ިހެމިނަފިއާވ 

ެއީހަގިއ  ްގާރްފެގ  ަބަދުލޮކްށ،  ިއްނަސްއަތައްށ  ޑާޭޓަތްއ   ިލުބުނ  ާސރވިޭއްނ  ިމޮގުތްނ  ަތުޙީލުލޮކްށަފިއާވެނެއެވ.  ަވިކަވިކްނ  ަބިއަތްއ 

ަނީތާޖ ުހަށެހީޅެއެވ. ިއްނަޓިވުޔިއްނ ިލުބުނ ޑާޭޓަތްއ ްޓާރްންސްކަރިއްބޮކްށ، ޯކުޑުކުރަމްށަފުހ، ަމިއަގނުޑ ީތުމަތްއ ފަާހަގޮކްށ، ެއީތަމާކ ުގޭޅ 

ާބުރޭދުބުންނަތްއ ުހަށަހާޅަފިއާވެނެއެވ. ިމިދާރާސިއްނ ަމިއަގނުޑޮގެތްއަގިއ ފަާހަގުކެރުވީނ ިދެވިހ ުމުޖަތަމުޢަގިއ ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ ައްނެހުންނާނެމުދ 

ޮބަޑްށ  ފަާހަގުކެރުވުނޮގުތަގިއ  ިމޮގުތްނ  ުކަރުމްނާދަކެމެވ.  ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕ  ިމްނަވަރްށ  ެއިކ  ަންނަނުމްނ،  ެއިކ  ަތފުާތ  ޮގްތޮގަތްށ،  ަތފުާތ 

ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕޮކްށަފިއަވީނ ެނަގިޓްވޮކެށެވ. ައިދ ަމިއަގނުޑޮގެތްއަގިއ ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕޮކްށަފިއަވީނ ޫމުނުބުރާގައާޅ ީމުހްނެގ ޭބުރުފުށްނ ެފްނަނ 

ިސަފައްށ ަބަލިއެގްނަކްނ ެވްސ ފަާހަގުކެރުވެނެވ. ިމޮގުތްނ ިގަނ ިއުރަވްނެދްނ ެއީމުހްނާނ ިދާމައްށ ަބަލަހްއަޓިއެގްނ ިތުބާމިއ ުކަޑުކިދްނަންށ 

ިބުރެވިރ ެއްއެޗްއެގ ޮގުތަގިއ ަދްއާކަކަމްށ ފަާހަގުކެރުވެނެވ. ަވީޒފާ ުނިލޭބޮގަތްށ ަހަމެޖިހަފިއުވަމީކ ެވްސ ިދާރާސެގ ަބިއެވިރްނ ެދޭކޮގުތަގިއ 

ަބެއްއ  ަބެއްއެގޮގުތަގިއ  ިތޭބ  ެއަކެހިރޮކްށާލަފިއ  ައިދ  ާހަމޮކްށޭދަކެމެކެވ.  ްސީޓިރޯއަޓިއްޕޮކްށަފިއާވަކްނ  ަވިކޮގަތަކްށ  ެއަބިއީމުހްނާނެމުދ 

ާހަލްތަތުކަގިއ ެއަބިއީމުހްނަންށ ިއްޙާސްސުކެރވަޭކްނެވްސ ިމިދާރާސިއްނ ފަާހަގުކެރުވެނެވ. ަހަމެއަކިނ ުމްސިލްމ ައްނެހެންއެގ ައިއެޑްނިޓީޓ 
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�������� ا

�اب �� وا���ا��� ا����� �� أ��� ��� ا����� ا�ا � �� ا���ام ا�د�ان ا���ى، وذ�� �� �	ل ا���ا�� ا��إن ا��آن ا����� و��ا���� ا�

ا�د�ان ا���ى دون إ��اء و����� وا����اء،  �ا ��ا ورد �� ا��آن ا�����. ���ف ��ا ا���� إ�� ����� ا��آن ا����� وا����د �ا�د�ان 

ا������ ا������ وأ��ال   ��ا����� وا� ا��آن  ا����� �£اه ا�د�ان ا���ى وذ�� �� �	ل ¡��ص  ا��آن  ا���� إ�� ����  ا���ى، ¥�ا ����ض 

��§ ا�¦�ء �� ����� ا��� ©��� و��� "��� أ��� ��¡� ¨� ا���� ���¡�� ¨� ا���� ���¡��". ��م ا�� ª���ا��� ا��ا�» ا���� �ال ���� ا�

 ��© ���ا�� ر®�ان ا��� ��ا�� ©���� أ¬����. ����� ا������ ا��� ©��� و��� �� ©��ه و¥�ا أ ª���©�� ¡�اذج ������ ا��� �ام ��ا ا�

ا����³ ا�²��ا±� وا�������. و�� ��° ا���� إ�� أن ���� ا��آن ا����� �� ا�د�ان ا���ى �� �	ل ¡��ص ا��آن ا����� وا��� ا������ 

�� �ا��� وا�§ �� ���ان ا���ا�´ وا���ا�� ا²¬��ا©�، ¥�ا ���� �� �	ل ا���اذج �وأ��ال ا��� ا��ا�» ¥ان وا®�ا ¬�ا �� ا���ا��� ا�

�اب ��ا�� �·¡�ا ¥ا¡¶ ¡�اذج ����ة �� ا��ا�» و���� ا����� وا��اواة �£اه أ���� ا��� ©��� و��� وأ ª���ا������� ا��� �ار ©���ا ا�

ا�د�ان ا���ى.

����ت �������: ����، ا��آن ا�����، ا�د�ان ا���ى.

���� ا���آن ا����� �	 ا
د��ن 

������ا
��ى: درا�� �

Mohamed Mushraff Mohamed Ramlan
musharrafslk@gmail.com 
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�������� ا

����� ا����»، و�� ����» ��أ أن ����م ���� ���ا�� �� ا�£�ل ا²¬��ا©�، وأ��» �� ا������ات ا��ا±�� ا������، »  «����

ا ���� إ�� ا����، ����� أ¡� ��®�ع 
ً

و��ا ا�����» ���� إ�� ��®�ع ا¬��ا©� ووا�� إ¡ا¡� �� ��اق �ار��� و¬½�ا��، و���� أ�¦

درا�� أ¥اد���، و�� ��ا، �Áن ����� ا���� ��®�ع �����، وو���� �� و�ا±� ��� ا��¦ارات وا�Àا�ات وا��£���ات. و�ا��¿� �� 

 ª��� ا ا������ «�����ات دا���� و�ار¬�� �� ¡ا���، و�� ¡ا��� أ��ى أ�ات ا������ ا�Ã	��� �� �	د¡ا ا���م، إ² أن ��اك �Äار ا����ا¡

 ���©�ة أر�� وأ��ب إ�� ¡��� ��ا ا����، و�ا��ة ��£��� و����� أ�ا��ª ا��©�ة. إن ا�£�ل ��ل 
ً
�� ا��ا�� ا����� ¨ا�� أو��، وأ����ا

�� �ا���ات ا������ وا��و��� ����� �ا������ ا����� ا�Ã	��، ��ا��� �Á¿	ق �� ¶���ا������ ا����� ا�Ã	�� زاد �� ©�� ا������، وار

 ��Àأي و�¶ �¦� ا�� �� �À¥ا���م وأ ���	�Ãا¬� ا��� ا���£� �ا �Ç، زا©�� أ¡�ا ��£� ©�� اÃر�اب وا����ف. و� ���	�Ãا���ارس ا������ ا

��É ر�ا���ا ا��ا��ة ���ل دون ��اول أن ���� ��ا ����ا ©� أداء دور�ا �� ا���اء ا���� وا�Àا��، و��� ا�����ات وا���ات ا��� 

ا¡�� وا�Ã	���، و��داد ��ه ا�����ات ���ا ��� ��م �ا����ات ا�£���ة �� Ê� ����� ا������. ¡Ãاري ذي ا���اد ا¦�و���و©�ا ا�

���ات ا������ ا��ا���� وا��ار¬��، ����ات ا������ ا����� ا�Ã	�� �� ���	¡�ا، وا���� ©� ����ف ��ا ا���� إ�� إ�اء ا�¦�ء ©�� 

�ار�Ë ¡�·ة  ���� وا�� ا������ ا����� ا�Ã	�� �� ���	¡�ا، ¥�ا ����م ا����³ ا��ار��� ���� ���و����م ا��ا�� ا����³ ا��

 ����ان إ�� ا���� أ�ا��� و��¶ �ا����، و�� ¡Ãا±³ ����، أن �ا¬� ا�ا�� ¡��� ����� ��ا������ ا����� ا�Ã	�� ���ا؛ �� �	ل ا��

�ّ�م ا���وان واÃر�اب وا����ف، و � ��ان، �ا�Ã	م ���� ©ا��، وا������ ا�Ã	�� ���� �ا¡Ãأ©�اق ا É�©اة، و�� ا��¬�د وأ���£��� ا�

ان، و�� أ¬� ا���� �� و��اد�� �� د¡�اه وآ����، ��� ��د ا���� إ�� ا��ام �ا���� وا������، و���» ¡Ãا ����� ا����اء. و�� ¬اء ����

ا������ ¥��ا ���� ���� ا��ا�» ��� ا����ب، وا���� ©� ا����ª ا�©�� �Îراء وا���ار، ¥�ا أ¡� �·�� �ا����وف و���� ©� ا�����، و���� 

 ���½� أن �ا ���» ���Î ���» ��ا أو ا���Ï، و
ً
�	ح �ا �� ����، و���Ð Ï اÁ� ا���� أ¬� إر�اء ا���� وا��É وا�	م. ©���ا أن ¡�ارس ����� ��ا

ا��ا و��ا�£�ا وو�ا±��ا، ��ا �Ä� �±ار، �� �ا���ا �� �ا±� إ�� ا��¦� وا���ث �ا�� ��������� �ا �� ���� ¿�� �ا�»، و��ا �� �ا�� و

���ا�É �� أ��ا��ا وإراد��ا ² إرادة ا��Ó، و�� �����ا و��Ï �ا��و�ان �ا�� ا������ �� ���� ا��Ó. و�� ا��	��ا ا�Àا�� وا��ي ² ���� ا²¡½	ق 

 ����Óة ا��¬� 
ً
��ا ا�Ã	���، و��Ï  �ا��¬� 

ً
�ا����ª أو ا²¡��اح �ا�¦�اع و��ان ا������، و�� ¨�ا���ا ا������ وا�� ��� وا�����، وو�ا

ا�½����، ��ا ��ا±� ��� ا��� وا���، و�	ءم ��� ا���� وا����. 

���ات، ا������ ا����� ا�Ã	��، ©�� ا������.                                                                  �����ت �������: 

 � �����ت ا������ ا� 

 ������ا����� �� ��� ا

Dr Ameer Ajwath Mohamed Rasick
ameerajwath@gmail.com  

 Islamic University of Maldives.
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 ¥��Àا �� ا����� ��ا¬��ن ����� و©���� �� ا���ا�� �� ¿����، وا��£� ©� 
ّ

 ��ا �	�Ô �� �£ال ��ر�Ï ا��½� ا������ ���ا �� �½���ا: أن

ا������ ©�ا �£�´ �� ¡����� و��ا ���، وذ�� �¦���� ا����� �� ��ارة ا���اد¨� ا������، و�� ��ا ا�����É؛����ق ��ه ا��را�� 

�����ف ©�� ا���ق ا���ا��� ���ر�Ï ��ارة ا���اد¨� ا������، و���� ا����ل ا������ ا���ا��� ���ا�£� إ�Ðا��� ®�� ا��	��� ���ا. ���اول 

��¶ ا��را�� إ�� ¡�ا±³ ©�ة ���ا: أن ا���ا±É ا�������� ا�¡ª ���ارة ا���اد¨� �� ا����� ����ه ا��را�� ا����³ ا����� ا�������؛ ��� 

ا���ا�Ðة،و ��� �� ا����	ت وا����� ا���ا���� و ��� ا���ار وا���ا�Êة وا����� ا����� ا������ و ��� ا����� ا�����Ê؛ وذ�� 

¿����.¥�ا ¥��¶   �� ���ا��  ��ا���ا  ��© ا������ و��ر���  ا����� ���ا ��ارة   ª��� وأ¡��� ����©�  وإ¬�اءات   ªأ�ا�� ��ا ���ا �� 

�ا������،  ث  Õ�����  Ïا����  �Àا� ا���اد¨�؛ و�� ©�م  ا��ا±�� ©��  ا��½���  ا���اء  ا��	��� ���ن ��   ��£�ا���  ا���ا��   Ö�� ا��را��

وا����ر �ا��£�، وا���ف �� ا����ع �� ��· �½�ي أ¨�اء ا��	م، و©�م و¬�د ���Ç ��ا��� ���ار�� ا��	م �ا������،و��� ا����ام ا��½� ا������ 

ات �Äا��  ��� ا���اون  �اب   «�� ®�ورة  ���ا:  ا�����ات؛   Ö�� ا��را��  و���¶  ا������.  ا��½�   ����� ا���اس  ©�م  إ��  ����ا،و�اÃ®ا�� 

ا�������� وا�£ا��ات ا������ ���� ا��½� ا������ �� إ�£اد ��ا�³ ������� ����¥� ���ا©� �� �	��ا  	ب ا��½� ا������ ا��ا �ن ��½ات أ��ى؛ 

���ات وا���وات ا�������� وا��ا�ات ا������ وا��و���؛ وا��� ��� ���ا ��Ö ا�¡��� ا�������� ا�����©�؛ Äار�� وا����وذ�� �� ا���ا�³ ا�

وذ�� �� ��ا�� و��ا�Êة و¥�ا�� ا���®�©ات وا��ا²ت، و����° ¥�ª ا������، وا������ات ا��ا�� و¥�ا�� ��° و¡×� ا���� ا����� �� 

ا���®�©ات ا���ا��ة و¿�� ذ�� �� ا�����ات.

����� ا���اد¨� �ا������- ©	ج ا����	ت. -�����������ت ������� : ا��ا�ª ا��ا����� - �ق ا������- ��ا�³ 

 ������ �����ار ا�����-��ق ا������ وأ���ا

��������� ا�����د�� �ى ا���ت ا���
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، و¡��� �¦�� �� ¥� و�¶ و���، و¡��� أن �ا�� ا���� 
ً
ا���� ��� ا��ي ���ه ¥� ا���� و�� ��� ¥� ا��ا��ات، ���ا¡� ² إ�� إ² ��، ¡���ه ¥��Àا

 �����¡ا ���� ©��� أ�¦� ا����ات وأ�� ا�����، أ�ا ���، �ا��� ا�Ã	�� �� ¬���ر�� ا��ا���� ���Ï ا���رة ا��ا±�� ����ان ا���� و��ر

 �Çج �� ا�����ا��ا���� �� ا��� ا����اري ا����� ا��� �� ���	�Ãارة ا¦��� �¨� ���©�� ا��Ãاع وا�²��ار وأ�� ا����ن ا��� ���Ï ا��¬� ا�

ا������ و�� ¬ا¡ª �� ¬�ا¡ª ا����ن ا���ى ا��� ���� ��ا ا���ارة ا��ا������ ، �ا���ارة ا�Ã	���  �� أ�� �×ا�� ا��¦ارة ��و�� ا��ا����. ©���ا 

ا¬��ا و��ا¡��ا ذات ا���ارة وا������ � ���£� ��� ،���	�Ãد ا������ وا	ا و��� ا������ 
ً
��ور ا��ا���� و��£�ل ���ا ² ���� �ا��	ف ���ا

�¶ ���� ا���ب �� ا����ق وا��½�ب.إن �� ا����ار ا�Ã	�� أ¨� �� ا��ا���� ���Àا �À� ¬��� ا��	د ��·� ،Ëار��©���ا ا� ���� ��ا� ���	�Ãا

ا������ وا�Ã	��� و��� ¥ان ��ور ا����Ç ا������ ¡�§ ���� �� ©���� ا��� وا������ ����ت ©��� ا����� �� ���دات ا��¦ارة ا�Ã	��� ��ؤ�� 

 ² ��� و���� ©� رؤ�� إ�	��� أ���� و�����ة. و² ��¬� �� ا�£�ر ���Ùت ©ا�� أو �ا�¡ Öا���� É���إ�	��� �� ا�����ات ���ار�� ¥ا��� 

���  ا��ا ���ار�ا د���ا، ��� �½�½� ا�Ã	م �� ا���اة ا�����Ç، و���� ©�� ���ب و©�ل ا���ª ا��ا�����، و�ا¿¶ ا���ا±� ا��� ¡���ا �

��� ز�ارف �ا��½� ا������ وآ�ات �� ا��آن ا�����.و���رت ©�ارة ��Ö ا��ا¬� ا�����ة �� �	ل إ©ادة ��ا±�ا أو©�� ��Ð� ا����ت وا���ا¡� ا��� 

�����ات Ðا��� ��ا، و�� أ���À ذ�� �£� ا�£��� �ا��ا��� �ا���، ا��ي أ©�� ��اؤه ©ام�1065ـــــ 1656م، �� ©�� ا���ان إ��ا���  ��©

�½��ة ¥�ا  ��� �������� �� ا���§ � ��Ð ��© و���ا ¥��ات ���� ا��� �Ðات ����� و�����¥ ����ا����ر ا�ول، و�� أ©��ة 

��� ���ار�� آ¨ار�� وأ��» ®�� �ا±�� ا���¡�� ����ارة ا������ ا��ادرة. � «��أ®��¶ إ��� ��Ç¡� �£��� ��¬ا¡��، وأ

����ت �������: ا��� ا�Ã	�� – ا���اة ا�Àا��� – ا��ا����. 

 ����������ة ا�أ�� ا��� ا����� �� ا

 �������و� ��� ا�����	 ا
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��� ا������ أ���ذ����� ����� ا
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